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Ellensburg, W a.

Summer enrollment·.
up ·

~y She~ Lucus··.
Central Washington Universtiy
summer session enrollment
figures released last week dispelled the myth that folks west of the
Cascades still believe Ellensburg
is full of ash.
Headcount enrollment, according to CWU Registrar Louis
Bovos, shows CWU slightly aheaq
of last year's student count on-the
second day of summer classes.
As of June 25, 2,206 persons were
registered for summer classes,
.Bovos said, compared to 2,184 · at
ttus time last year.
"We expect enrollment to exceed
3,000 this summer, with registration for second session courses,
· special workshops and off-campus
classes to be completed during this
month,'' Bovos added.
A difference in the usual
registration structure caused
minor confusion for a few students.

Fees were paid at the cashier's office in Mitchell Hall, ·instead of the
SUB, where the rest of registratiOn
processes were completed.
According to Bovos the change
was conducted as an experiment
and was more convenient for the
cashier's office. B'ovos said there ·
were few complaints from students
about the change, or about long
lines and waiting that the cashier's
office had to offer.
The University offers sunurier
classe~ in a dozen Washington
cities, from Aberdeen to the TriCities. In addition to the two
regular summer sessions, June
24-July 23 and July 24-August 22, '
special programs in many
academic areas are offered in time
blocks from several days to a week
to accommodate the schedules of
persons who cannot come to the
campus for an entire month.

Ho~ors C~lleg~ selections
Dr. Warren Street, chairman of
the CWU William 0. Douglas
Honors College, announced the
names of four incoming students
who have been selected for
membership in the prestigious
honors program here at Central.
Anna J. Anderson, Lake Stevens,
Susan McMonigle, Kent, Diana ·
Trizette, Yakima, and Mary Kay
Wylley, Ellensburg, will enter the
_rigorous program of study, which
is centered around the reading of
the Western world's classic
literature, spanning the last 2,000
years during fall quarter.
Honors eollege members also
complete course requirei;nen~s in

the arts and sciences more demanding than the University's regular
"core curriculum". ·
·
Established in 1977 and formally
inaugurated in 1979 by Mrs.
William 0. Douglas , the honors
college is aimed at academically
superior students.
'Outstanding CWU faculty
members meet regularly with the
Douglas students to debate and
study.together, encouraging the fusion of scholorshlp and everyday
life that Justice Douglas personified, ~ot only during the 37
years he served on the U.S.
Supreme Court, but throughout his
life.

4th of July safety
WASHINGTON AP It's nearly
time to celibrate the nations's independence again, a festival that
John Adams once suggested should
include fire in the sky and thunder
on the ground.
And for more than two centuries,
many Americans have taken that
idea literally, brightening the summer skies with the flash and roar of
fireworks.
But carelessness has also led to
tradgedy, and again this year the
experts are advising extreme cau·
tion in using fireworks.
Officials of the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
caution particularly against buying illegal fireworks, which they
say are not fireworks at all, but explosives.
- One of the most common types of
injuries reported each year is eye
'injuries suffered by children.
The National Society to Prevent
Blindness reports that last year
1,161 cases of eye damage were
treated in hospitals emergency

rooms following encounters withfireworks.
Dr. R. Sloan Wilson · of Little
Rock, Ark., has conducted a study
for his state over the last five years
to illustrate the problem.
Wilson, an ophthamologist,
reports that Arkansans suffered 87
·eye injuries from fireworks in that
time, with one in three resulting in
loss of an eye or permanent vision
loss.
relllEe some fireworks .safety suggestions from the bureau:
Puchase fireworks only from a
dealer authorized to operate in the
state or county where his buisness
is located.
Do not use fireWorks while drinking alcohol. This can be -a deadly
combination.
Never place fireworks in a bottle, can or container. This type of
crude bomb can hurl pieces of
glass and metal into eyes and
bo~es of bystanders.
Supervise children around
fireworks at all times.

'

They ~et him graduate!?! Dr. Ray Smith finds humor in the list
of Central graduates. Possibly he did not exped some of the
824 pQtential graduates to receive thier degrees.

Administrative appointments
\

Three administrative appointApplegate will direct Central's she will be affiliated half-time with
the CWU Off-Campus Programs
merits, involving two deanships ' largest academic school.
·and the directorship of summer . Dr. Lawrence Danton has been and Summer Sessions Office.
Putnam, a professor of physical
sessions, have been announced by selected acting dean of the School
Academic Vice President Edward ' of Business and Economics, which education and CWU fiel9, hockey
Harrington. '
includes the departments of Ac- coach who came to Central in 1967,
Dr. Jim Applegate has been counting, Business Administration will continue to teach and coach.
Putnam will be responsible for
named Dean of the School of Pro- and Economics ..
Danton, who joined the CWU planning and budgeting Central's
fessional Studies. He has filled the
position on ail interim basis for two faculty in 1967, served as chairman extensive summer quarter offeryears.
of CWU's Depar.tment of ings, which include on-campus
Applegate, who served two years Economics and Business Ad- classes, institutes and workshops .
as special assistant to the presi- ministration for seven years as well as those off-campus at a
dent and as legislative liaison of- before it became a University dozen sites around the state.
ficer at Central, is a member of the school.
faculty in CWU's Department of ' Danton was president of the
Education.
CWU -Foundation for five years,,
/
At Central since 1970, Applegate relinquishing the office this spring. Se e Cf 0
W0[ S
has held severaldirectorships with ·He will secceed Dr. Lyle Ball, who
George Stillman, art, is one of
his academic department, heading is returning to CWU faculty duties five Washington art profe~sionals
up the Multi Ethnic Institute, the effective fall quarter 1980.
chosen as a jury to select $200,000
Yakima Teacher Corps and the
Dr. Jean J?utnam has been . ·in art works to be acquired by and
Center ~or Study of Migrant and In- selected Director· of Summer Ses- displayed in the Washington State
dian Education.
sions. ~eginning fall quarter 1980, Legislative Building.

f
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Alumni return to CWU
For a number of Central
Washington University alumni,
taking ,a long weekend in July,
returning to the Ellensburg carripus, and sharpening their tennis
skills has become somewhat of a
tradition.
For the fifth straight year,
CWU's Alumni Association will
present its annual tennis clinic July 18-20.
Open to CWU alwnni and other
interested adults or older teens,
the three-day clinic for beginners,
intermediates and advanced
players will feature 18 hours of instruction plus additional playing
time, and be limited to 32 par-

ticipants, according to Alumni
Director Gail Jones.
CWU Education Prof. Neil
Roberts one of the Northwest's top
ranked amateur players in the
over-35 bracket, will direct the
clinic, for his fifth year assisted by
instructors Bill Agopsowicz from
Spokane, Dennis Roberts, tennis
pro at the Ellensburg tennis club,
and U.W. Prof. Bonnie Wor- ·
thington, all top competitors.
The clinic, beginning at 9 am.
Friday and ending 3 pm. Sunday,
costs $30; registration deadline is
July 6. Participants may arrange
housing and meals at the CWU
Conference Center if they wish.

Wins Bronze
by Leslie Barnhart
· Kevin R. Higgins, a member of,
the CWU Campus Police, came
home from the 4th annual Police
and Firefighters Olympics with a
bronze medal in the high jump.
The Olympics took place at
Spokane Community College last
month to promote physical fitness
and camaraderie between law enforcement · agencies and fire
departments.
More than 800 men and women
c~e from all over the Northwest
and Canada to compete for gold,
silver, and bronze ~edals in 21 dif,.
ferent events ranging from badmitten to combat pistol shooting.
Higgins graduated from
Michigan State in 1977 with a
degree in criminal justice. His first
job was with the Roslyn Police .
Department, which he. liked
because of the small town at-

mosphere and the citizen's respect
for police officers.
A member of the Campus Police
force for two years Higgins says,
"I enjoy the job and I especially
like helping people."
Next year the Olympics will be in
Bellevue, and nearly twice as
many contestants are expected to
attend.
Higgins will be there, a contender for the ultimate prize-a
gold medal. Next year, though, he
plans to break new ground by ·M
entering the long jump and the
distance running events.
Kevin Higgins has a very
positive attitude "toward the Olympies. ''The whole event was handled well. Everyone had a good time
and it was interesting to meet
other people in the same line of
·work."
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ceptional facility. For the nonswimmer the facility has two
therapy pools, a sauna with a
range up to 175 degrees and a comThe $1.6 million olympic sized pletely equipped weight room.
The attractivly built pool area
has sliding glass door pannels to
training room seems indeed to in- allow both an indoor and outdoor
dicate that the Kittiatas Valley pool.
Memorial pool, located two blocks . With coin operated lockers,
- southeast of the campus, is an ex- facilities for the handicapped, in~
eluding lifts to raise and lower pa23,- j · ··=-;.-..-.s-u·~~-~~
~a·
tients, a parent viewing area and
swimming instructors available,
the impressive building takes on
=
~he ·appearance of a physical
"I'd like to think of it as more
than just a swinunirig pool," says

I Beginning
at 7 :30 p.m.1 ::r..:.~ a~.:u:..ed:.~a ~~~
th G
C ~
t ii
5

e rUpe OnJerence cen eri1
ilawn
(weather permitting).w eeklyj
;; ·
iWOrship will meet July 9, 16,
1
iand 30th.
·
I

f OR

I

ALSO
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f
is more i ea itness

.........

I

fitness center.
The facility opened-it's doors to
the public in December and director Craig Carlson notes that nearly
half of the participants have been
adults.
. Rates are $1.50 per "'isit for
adults inside the city limits and
$2.25 for out of town residents. Central students are considered inside
the city. Hours are 6 am.-10:30
pm., Monday through Friday, 12
noon-11:30 pm. on Saturdays and
12 noon-8 pm. on Sundays. Early
week day hours are generally set .
aside for swimming lessons..

IE HungerAwareness Group

Firiancial aid · available

Ii

Summer is a good t4ne to apply
for financial aid, according to
Steve Danz, director of The
Scholarship Bank, a non-profit
scholarship search service for
students.
While many of the better known
financial aid programs ·have
already closed their doors for fall
scholarships, The Scholarship
Bank specializes in letting students
know about lesser-known, private
funding sources. These, according
to the director,, generally accept
applications year-round. Further,
the nwnber of applications receiv..:
ed during the summer months is
much less than the number received during the school year, making
the competition much less intense.
The Scholarship Bank. provides

July 8th, 7:30p.m. ,_

I

Meditative ·P rayer Groups
available as well.
;=·
i
:i Call for .m ore information.
-=i
Counseli·ng by Ap1noi·ntment.
r
to see you there,• =
nuo,ne
~ r

1.
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'Tcarafteryear.semester
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Rev. Barbara Graves.
925-44[5

Rick Sasaki
925-4175

I

Cnlon Life has

w.-en tile most accepted,

I,

mostpopularplanon
campuses all o\·er America.
Find out wh~·.

1
I
§ ·l

cantheFidelio·uruon.
CollegeMaster·
Field Associate

IJFr. Joe Ken1u1 925-31961 ~ in:~!~1I_'f.
:
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each stu~ent with - up to fifty
The Scholarship Bank is also the
only source · for personalized
graduate grant information,
although their main business is
still finding aid for undergrads.
Students wishing further information should send a business size,
stamped, seff addressed envelope
to The Scholarship Bank, 10100
Santa Monica Blvd, Suite 750, Los
Angeles, CA 90067, or call (800)
327-9009 ext.397.
separate aid sources, for which
they are potentially eligible. According to the director, the
average applicant is receiving 32
sources with a combined scholarship value of $17,000, and many of
those sources are renewable yearly, making the value even greater.
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.or

by Ken Staley·- .
Here we are again... right in the · is a last ditch effort to keep politics middle of another presidential I locked in the back room. With the
campaign. There seems to be a lull 1 passing of Mayor Daly in Chicago
now, a time between the side-show 1 and Nelson Rockefellor, the big
• t~ primaries and the three ring time pressure political machines
Cll'CUS of the conventions. This j are coming apart. Ted Kennedy
year's conventions look to be as ex- . has none of the characteristics that
citing as watching honey : made his brothers so appealing to
crystalize.
_
the mass except for the name and
1
Now I consider · myself an the smile. Although I do not hold
average voter. -I follow the his past transgressions_ against
primaries with curiosity rather him, I think that the accident was
than devout interest. I tend to his acid test and he failed./ It /
become interested in a candidate seems to be a choice of not who to
until he proves himself a braying vote for, but rather who to vote
•
jackass by promising things he against. This time, given the excan't possibly fulfill. Unfortunate- pected nominees from the two par- /
ly this campaign has been filled ties, I'd have to vote against them
with such altruism. I tend to read both. I am glad that there is an
•
about issues that matter to me and alternative--John Anderson.
There are those who say that the
ignore those who oppose my views.
So far in this campaign, I haven't Anderson candidacy is a threat to
• been swept off my feet by any one the two party system. My opinion
outstanding politico mentor.
is that maybe it's about time. As an ·
As does the average voter, I average voter, when I glance at the
come from a middle-class, blue '"' record of both parties over the last
• collsr family. My father and his ten years, I think a change is in
wife are Democratic Liberals. A order. I am glad that I have this
Ted Kennedy set, tainted or not. chance to voice my disappoval and
And my step mother, being Irish- not wait until someone does it
Catholic, will argue politics any violently.
time.
There are those who argue that my
My mother and her husband are vote for Anderson is a wasted vote.
A selected list of new titles from the Central Library. On
• Dyed
(died)-In-The-Wool I sometimes hear that others
the
new book shelves, Room 203 Library, July 1-7 1980.
,Republicans. They're so conser- would vote for him if they thought
·
by
Scott
Collier·
NONFICTION
vative they squeak. Like my in- he could truly win. If all of those
*Daniel
J.
Elazar.
Camp
David framework for peace, a ·shift
laws, they are closet Nixonites- who thought about voting for him
With all the recent discoveries in
toward shared rule.1979.
secretly wishing for Mr. Secret would vote for him, .he would win. genetic engineering, there has
*William Griffen. Teaching the Vietnam War, a critical exTapes to come out of his shell of If you can trust political polls, come the usw,d amount of proself-righteous pity. They would Anderson's viability as a candidate testing from all the "anti-this" and amination of school texts and an interpretive comparative
• vote for him tomorrow, were he · is increasing almost daily.
"anti-that" groups. Although
history .... 1979.
running, and will probably write in Don't get me wrong, I still have my genetic engineering is a bit out of *Golin Legum. Horn of Africa in continuing crisis. 1979.
his name anyway. What's worse, reservations. There is a matter of my field, as it is with most people, I · Perry Miller. Responsibility of the mind in a civilization of
they'll probably include Spiro T. _ a running mate. And although I feel compelled to- say. something
machines, Essays. 1979.
t
Agnew as his running mate.
don't always agree with his -views about it anyway.
*Thomas W. Wilson. _ Science~ technology and development,
As. an average voter, I tend to · of the issues, I will give him credit
The basic question seems to be
the
politics of modernizatjon. 1979.
take nationa~ politics more serious- : for standing by those views. Any abou(whether or not man has the
*Michael
J. Bradshaw. -Earths changing surface.1979:
ly than state and local races. Given : person who would stand before the moral right to create new life
*Atelia
Clarkson,
ed. World folktales. 1980.our present governor, such a stand : convention of the National Rifle forms ·in the labratory. Some peo*How it was in advertising, 1776-1976. 1976.
hasn't been difficult this year. At · Association and advocate small pfe might_say. man is tampering
times I have looked back with · arms control has got a certain with nature, going against God's -*Murtay A. Straus. Behid closed doors, violence in the
American family. 1980.
• wistful! longjng at the candidate : amount of courage that seems to plan. Well, does not a beaver interfrom the Owl Party. As an average - be lacking in the present ·ad- rupt the natural flow of a river
*John Gliedman. Unexpected minority, handicapped
voter, I look at what is happening : ministration. I do get tired of when it builds a dam? Does man
children in America. 1980.
to our country internally and exter- : listening to the rail walkers and not go against nature every tmie
*Thomas S. Spradley. Deaf like me. 1978.
r nally and I am upset. I developed '. hair splitters whose views change he flies an airplane or. goes to the
*Calvin F. Schmid. Crime in the state of Washington. 1972.
·
much of my political philosophy in ~ with the-audience. ,
moon? Man's ingenuity is as much
2 volumes.
a part of nature as is that of a
the 60's. I attest to some latent - I would hope that Mr. Anderson
*Shari E. Necller. Working with parents, guidelines for ·early
covert activism. I want change but ;'would announce his running mate
beaver. We don't condemn a squirchildhood
and elementary teachers. 1979.
I cannot see ·exchanging one in- ;soon, possibly between the two con-, rel because he found a way to fly.
*W.
Todd
Furniss, ed. Higher' education and government,
competent peanut vendor for an l ventions. There have been a
So why condemn an idea of man?
an
uneasy
alliance.
1979.
,
The motivation behind the exover-rated, Grade B movie actor inumber of names bandied about,
*Susan Monjan. Critical issues in competency based educa-. with delusions of · geriatric but then, that's politics. With the
periments in genetic engineering is
·
tion. 1979.
greatness.
;radical changes taking place in the
not to crea\ a Frankenstein. They
are trying to cure cancer. How
*Wilfrid Mellers. Twilight of the gods, the music of the
As an average voter, I have seen ·world, including his candidacy, it
the decline (and hopefully the end) would not surprise me to see him ' many cancer victUru; do you think
Beatles. c1973,1974.
would refuse a dose of cancer-· *Paul McCarthy. John Steinbeck. -1980.
of the large ·political machines. It name a woman as running mate.
- killing drug such a lnterferon
~ee~s that the Kennedy roaching ~ore power to him-and them.
*Felicia H. Londre. Tennessee Williams. 1979.
- ~ because it isn't morally accep~cQl4Q>~
*Lucile Brockway. Science and colonial expansion, the role
table?
of the British Royal Bontanic Gardens. 1979.
This is not to say that scientists
*Stuart F. Spicker, ed. Nursing images and ideals, opening
should be allowed to carry their
dialogue
with the humanities. 1980.
ideas to their highest potential use.
*Living
on
a few acres. 1978.
The idea of creating cerain kinds of
*John Todd. Tomarrow is our permanent address, the
humans for different jobs is as
search for an ecological design... bioshelter. 1980.
repulsive to me as it would .be to
1
*Dennis Parks. Potters guide to raw glazing and oil firing.
the most militant of protestors. But
r-----------------~-~
A&
W
Cheeseburger
1
the possibility of eliminating all · 1980.
& La~~e 20 oz.)· Root Beer
forms of birth defects makes the
*Oscar Brand. When I first came to this land. 197 4.
-concept of genetic engineering a
FICTION
very attractive friend ~to the
*Estelle Thompson. Hunter in the Dark. c1978,1979.
human race.
l admire those who protest _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...
•
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Genetic Control

News from the Library

,

-, Clark'sA&W

"

Coupon Special!
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Good,
July-7

against it, because they recognize
the potential for abuse of the new
science. This will help to keep people aware of the dangers of the
misuse of an otherwise valuable
science. With this kind of public
awareness, we can have the
benefits and eliminate the risks of
genetic engineering. But we must
not stop the studies of genetics if
we are to have any hope · of
~~~liCO'MQ-..O~-ce:~~~oc0:~~MO'ICQ..;Q~~~:';~~~~~~ ~liminating cancer and birth

thr~ugh ·

Workshop offered

July12

•

:Your local

\

A journalism workShop with
joint participation from Central
and the University of Washington
will be conducted July 1-7 at the
Post-Intelligencer building in Seattle.
For the past two years the
workshop for minority students
has been at Central under the
-

guidarice of the Mass Media program.
Proffesor James Goodrich,
director of Central's Mass Media
department and Proffesor Ken
Jackson of the University of
Washington will be instructing the
workshop.

~age
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Profs honOre~ by Alurnnis
·
. . .
·
. L~ Du~m, nounsdhDer o~lYoMun~
c
smgmg voices, an . a~e
Cracken, computer scientist, have
been ho~o~ed by the ~nt!al ~lumni association as 1980 distingwshed
teacher and distinguished alumnus.
Winner of the-1980 distinguished
teacher award, Music Prof. Lyn,n
Dupin joined the CWU faculty in
·
· and smg~g
· ·
1966, ~r
a teaching
professional career stretchin~
across the U.S. from N~w York Ci-

'ty .to Seattle. A professor.of voice .
at Drake University in Iowa from
! 1945-1949 . Dupin
maintained a
. t ' .
t dio in New York
·riva ~;~; sa:d in Seattle from
rom 966
·
196
perfonning career has
included operatic roles with the
·
N
Greenwich Opera Theater in _ew
York City, the St. Louis Municipal
Opera
in Missouri,
in Seattle,
, the
Festival
Operaand,
Company,
the
·' S ttl Opera Association and .
ea e
. .
·
.

1
1
~in'~

µ~ero~

Opera on Wheels.
' Association for Computing·, ,. Author of
widely-usedAt Central, Dupin teaches voice- Machinery, the largest computing : . boo~ on ~rog.ranunmg. and comboth classroom and private professional society in the U.S. . .· , puting, he .is ~dely considered ~ne
lessons-as well as foreign language After seven years in the 19~'s : of the h.munaries of the computmg diction for singers. She is also in with the General Electric Com- . profession.
demand throimhout the northwest pany in a..variety of assigninents in , .I~ 1957, McCracken w~ote
as voice clinician, workshop Computer applications progranun- '
Computer
presenter and contest judge. ,
ing and p~ogrammer training, he : ~e frrst textbook on the sub1ect.
Daniel McCracken, distinguish- . spent a. year at the New York . Smee. then he h~s ~roduced 14
ed alumnus for 1980 is a 1951 CWU University Atomic Energy Com- .1 other volumes, whic~ mclude stangraduate with a .double major in puting Center, then went into full- ~ dard works · on Fortran, Algol,
··
chemistry and math. He is presi- time consulting and writing
on ; COBOL and other computer
dent of the New York City-base.d computer subjects.
; methods and systems.
.

Programn~11ig,

Dlglt:'i

i''""Le
Odd Counle
~' onens:
.I.. If,
'.r
·
I:' .

Maki· ng
the ·
G:rade:

Another co~ideration is ~our . punters.and kickers. The bad news
class. Not the kind that deternuµes - is that unless you can also play
how you hold your tea cup, but the ; another position, you may have to
kind that determines how long listen to away games ove the radio.
you'll be around to play football. .· Since there is a 36 player travel
You see, if you are a freshman or a ' limit for away games, the coach.
1 sophomore, you are a good invest- ·
can only take those players who
·Ever wondered if you have what · ment of time for the coaches. are in regular offensive and .defenit takes to play football for the i There is more to playing football , sive positions. A sepecialist would '
Wildcats? Well, for all of ·you '. than knocking down the neare~t bump one of these players off the
would-be footballers, here's what available opposing player. This plane, and then play only about~
you should know in order to have a means that the earlier you start, seconds in the g~e. So unless ~ou .
chance at a spot.
the longer you play, and the better can kick 50-yard field goals aga~t
Besides being one mean son-of-a- · you get before you leave.
.
· the wind, you may not be a ,good mgun, you should have the ap- · Now, unless you were ~ecrmted vestment. Coach Parry looks for
propriate size and speed for the out of- Iµgh school, there is a good about five points per-game fr:om
position you want to play. For ex- chance Coach Parry doesn't know · the kicker.
.
ample, if you were a five-foot six you're alive. ~ if you. want ~o play : SC? if you still want to go for it and
inch offensive lineman in high football for him, get mto his P.E. wear the .Crimson and Black for
srhool, you'd better think about dassesontouchf~otballandco~di- . Central, try to find some old high
school game films. Make sure you
either another position, or joining tioning in the sprmg. If he notices
the boy's glee club. Coach Tom you there you may be as~ed to turn look good on them, and give, or
Parry has a minimum size and out for the team. If not, there's have them sent, to Coach Parry.
Now start getting in shape because
speed chart that is designed to alway~ the glee club. . .
For all of you specmlists out there are about 65 other guys that
keep the team up to competetive
standards, as well as to prevent an there, there is some good news ~d want to play, and they all want a
·
on field bomocide by an opposing some bad news. The good news is seat on the plane!
player of the ?.50 pound variety.
that the team can use some good

b J · Farley
Y an
.

·

1

...............~.... ·-······-···~,

nuts come from," arrives at the
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Ashes

Campers have found a good news-bad news sit~ation as a result of
unsettled weather conditions' on the Wenatchee National Forest over the
past month.
;
·
.
Periodic rainstorms have taken some of the sunshine out of campmg
.outings, but the eXtra rainfall has led to a profusion of wildflowers and
many mountallisides are a lush green when they would normally be turn-

a ·t CWU

from Dr. 491, a workshop in outdoor theatre, are_touring the cam- .._
pus for your entertainment. At the •
sound of the bass drum and theme
song, "Students of CWU", good
entertainment is sure to follow.

Frederick
Named .
Director

Many mountain Jakes are ice-free, but there still considerable amount of
snow in the high country;
Free woodcutting permits are being issued by all districts of the Wenat- Gary Frederick has been named
chee National Forest an~ fro~ headquarters in the Po~t ~fice Building .Central Was~~on Universi~y's
in Wenatchee. Woodcuttmg will be allowed as long as frre hazard allows, ·Athletic Director effective
and then again in the fall. The free permits are good for up·to 10 cords of September 1,1980. He replaces
firewood; which i~ fo_r perso~al ~e only.
.
..
Bink Beamer, wh·o· ch<>&e not to
Now here is a district-by-district account of recreation opporturuties on reapply for the position he has held
the Wenatchee National Forest:
since 1963.
CHELAN RANGER DISTRICT-District Ranger · Bob Frederick who has been at CenHetzer-509/682-2576. CAMPGROUNDS: Handy Springs, Junior Point, and tral since 1007, is an Associate ProSouth Navarre remain.inaccessible. All lakeshore campgrounds are open fessor, Chairman of the Physical
and maintained. The floating dock is now at Mitchell Creek.
. Education, Health and Leisure
CLE ELUM RANGER DISTRICT-District Ranger Bi 11 ServicesDepartmentandassistant
Lowery-509/674-4411. CAMPGROUNDS:All campgrounds are open for football coach. He said he will n?t
use.Fishing has been reported good at Keechelus Lake where folks have retain his chairmanship, ; but will

.-

Terry Hawkins

·925-4177
'Tcaraftcr year. semester

Perfonnances can be any length
and begin at 1:30 pm., anywhere on
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after semester, the
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rofessors who would like
be
P ded from outside their
to. d seren!ll 96
or 25-2960 in
3 1766 9
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the group will arrange performance dates and
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times.
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Throughout the first Sununer
Session "The Ashes", students

hlg brown.
The wet weather has helped delay the forest fire season. However,
Forest Service fire prevention people say that _there is moderate hazard
in many areas and that a few hot days could bring high fire hazard later .
in the summer as this vegetation dries out.
Districts indicate that showmelt is about average for this time of year.

hen catching their limit of silvers.
N _
ELLENSBURG - RANGER DISTRICT-District Ranger
orm
ScboonoveN09/962-9813. CAMPGROUNDS.:All Ellensb~ campgro~
are open and maintained. Camping is on a first-come, first-serv~ basis
with no fees in effect at any sites this year. Gallagher Head ~d Ingalls
remain frozen. All other lakes are ice free and accessible.
ENTIAT RANGER .DISTRICT-District Ranger Harold
Simes-5091784-1511. CAMPGROUNDS: All campgrounds are oP47n a~d
maintained except Big Hill. Good fishing on Mad River. The water is a lit-

··

What better way to begin July .Threei}enny to delight playgoers
than with a happy fourth and a just as she has for the past 50
roaring fifth at the opening of the ·years. The show can also be' seen
summer stock season at the1 July 9, 12, and 13.
· Threepenny Playhouse.
· These two shows are just half of
"The Odd Couple", Neil Simon's: the Lake Chelan Summer Theatre
sure-fire laugh riot, directed· by: 1980 season. After the last perf()rJim Hawkins, gets the fotir show mance in Ellensburg, the shows
repertory off to a joyous beginn-· move to Chelan, Washington where ·
· ing Ori July 5 with everyone's two additional shows, "Vanities"
favorite screwballs attempting to and "Night Mus~ Fall" will be add-.
find some common ground bet- ed to the repertory.
ween order and chaos. Additional Advanced tickets for the
performances are scheduled for Ellensburg performances of "The
July 6, 10, and 11.
.
Odd Couple" and "Charley's
Anyone lucky enough tor old Aunt" are ·available and may be
enough) to have seen Jack Benny· purchased at the SUB Information
in his immortal performance in Booth and the Daily Record.
"Charley's Aunt" will be first in Tickets will also be available at the
line for tickets when Brandon door of the Threepenny Playhouse
Thomas' classic comedy premiers on the evening of the perforJuly 8. Under the direction of mances. Admission price for
Phillip Wickstrom, "Charley 1s adults is $4 and $2 for students.
Aunt" from Brazil, "where the Curtain time is 8 pm.
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Fidelin· Union Life has
been the most acce~ted,
most popular plan on .
campuses all over Amenca. :·
Find out why.
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continue to coach football.
, "I have had a goal to become an
athletic director," Frederick said. •
"Thi
, ·s i,s some~g I have wanted
to do all my life."
""We have a quality athletic pro- l
gram here and I would like to •
maintain that," he added. "More
and l!lore I think we will have to f..
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tle high in the Entiat.
get involved with money raising,=-~=-.!!'
i...AKB WENATCHEE RANGER DISTRICT-District Ranger Gle~ and that's even for equipment."
Hoffman-509/763-3103. CAMPGROUNDS: Glacier View Campground is Frederick ha~ had a long affilia-

~~~~~h~All~~~~~~~~~~~~a~~'---------~~-------------~
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We have R edken product_s !

are . open and maintained for use except Schaefer, Cree~, Rive~be?d, letterman from 195~1958 and earnMaple Creek and Little Wenatchee Ford. Phelps Vreek is open fishing _ed All-Conference honors at center i:..
is p0ssible at Lanham Lake. Some good fish ~ve been taken recently .and linebac~er. He w~s graduat~d
from the White River, Little Wenatchee, and Chinwawa as well.
.from cwu m 1959 with a B.A. m -a,Open 6 days each \week
LEAVENWORTH RANGER . DISTRICT'.'District Ranger ·chuck .Education. He earned his Master's :k·==--==J;.~=--==•-==-1c::::::::1-IC::::::::::1-c::::m.,

campgroWl~ ~re·m

Banko--OO!ln82-1413.
CAMPGROUNDS:
All toDistrict
Education
from Cenopen
and maintained.
It is recommended
brin~ your own ~~g tralPhysical
in 1965,_
and ~ Doctorate
m'
water or boil existing water in an other camp locations on the District. Secondary Education from the
Remember please, pack it out-Every little litter bit helps. jUmversity of Idano in 1974.
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:Drama AivBrds Given

After a .year of fine entertain·
ment, despite oeing dislocated
- from their home base of McConnell
Auditorium,
the
Central
Washington University Threepenny Players finished tt¥er season
with a drama awards ~quet.
Almost a clean sweep was made
· by the play, cast and crew of "The
Effects of Gamma Rays on Manin-the-Moon Marigolds.'' The pro-.
duction last · month won Best
~ Student-Directed Play for director
Suzanne O'Hare.
On a leave of absence from the
Kittitras school system, O'Hare
also directed Neil Simon's· "Star- ·
Spangl~ Girl" earlier this year
on campus. She is completing her
mas~er's degree in technical
theatre at CWU.
CWU junior. Jaimee Miller pick' ed up the Best Actress award for
' her role as Beatrice, the mother in
Paul Zindel's drama about a family of struggling women. She was
~ also selected Best Supporting Actress for her portrayal of Sister

1

portraying Scrooge in ''A peared in "fiddler."
I. :nie new senate cha1nru;in, who ·
Christmas Carol," ·on stage at During the banquet, the 1980-81 :Jomed the CWU faculty m 1963,
CWU in December.
CWU Drama Department scholar- icompieted his undergraduate
Majoring in drama, he is the son ship, the equivalent of fall quarter Istudies at the University of Mon. Bessie in "Tobacco Road." She is ' of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Berg, Bain- tuition, was awarded to Mary jtana, and his M.A. and Ph.D. at
Zumbrunnen-Fridluitd. A CWU iStanford University in California.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mar- bridge Island.
Best Faculty Show of the Year senior majoring in drama, she isl Lawrence and other newly
. shall Miller; Kent.
Billed as youngest and oldest in was ·shared in · a tie between "A the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred. elected executive officers of the
Senate took office June 15.
: supporting roles for "Marigolds," Christmas Carol," directed by ·Zumbrunnen, Ellensburg.
Judges for the Threepenny! Foreign Languages Prof. Rosco
' Kir$en James and Felice Green Richard Leinaweaver, CWU
Awards were representatives of: Tolman was elected vicewon Best .Ingenue/Jqnenile and Drama Department Chairman.
Brian Thompson was selected CWU faculty and administration I chai~; Catherine .Sands and
Best Cameo/Female awards,
Best Actor for his portrayal of and the Ellensburg community.
History Prof. James Bre~nan
respectively. ·
James created the role of Janice, Tevye, the Russian peasant father I Humorous "awards" were: members at large, for the coming
· a smug high school student who in "Fiddler." A CWU junior, he dispensed at the banquet by CWUj year. ,,
skinned her cat-as·her entry in the will perform in summer stock with · senior Ken Kron, who presented' The CWU Faculty Senate, with
school science fair;The daughter of the Imperial Players in Cripple _"Gold-Brick" citations to faculty! representatives from each
and students alike. The awards: academic department, acts on
Mr. and Mrs. Edward James, she Creek, Colorado, this summer.
The son of Bart and Lois Thomp- consisted of broken bricks from the. behalf of the faculty in ·studying
is a seventh grader at Ellensburg's
son, Longview, he also earned McConnell remodeling project,: and making recommendations
Morgan Junior High School.
Green, who filled the role of Nan- roles in this year's _productions of whi~ will provide new classroom, about educational policy, curny, the 100-year-old boarder. in "Medea" and the comic opera shop and performing facilities for riculum and standards, at Central.
· the drama department when com- ·
"Marigolds," is a senior majoring "The Marriage. of Figaro."
in drama and philosophy. She·was
Chris Reinertsen, awarded Best mpleted in 1981. Each brick wa~
the 1979-80 recipient of the CWU Cameo/Male for his characteriza- spray painted igold.
Drama Department scholarship.
tion of the rabbi in "Fiddler," is
Ken · Berg received both· Best the son of Raymond and Mary ·. Prof. Lawrence to ·
Light Design and Best Set Design Reinertsen, Edmonds.
head Faculty Senate.
awards for his work on
Best Supporting Actor was
''Marigolds.'' A multi-talented awarded to John Feigen for his
Central Washington University
junior at Central, Berg planned 1 role of Lov Bensey in "Tobacco English Prof. Larry Lawrence will
and built special effects as well as. Road," the story of life on a worn- head the cwU Faculty Senate durout tobacco farm. He also ap- ing the 1980-81 a~adeinic year.
1
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' Tans-More Than Meets theEye1!

-~-,

-'Kang Kang Dies
TOKYO (AP) Nine-year-old male

I

malization of Japan-China rela-

J

How illiportant is that suntan you're trying to get?· Sure, you look healthier, sexier and less pale,
· giant panda Kang Kang died Mon- tions.
but a tan or sunburn doesn't last forever.- What you can look forward to if you insist on sun·
Zoo offieials said Kang Kang
day night at Tokyo's Ueno Park
1
bathing every day is a lot less appealing.
caught
a cold June 18. They said
· Zoo after a two-week illness, zoo ofAs you're lying on the grass, listening to stereo, trying to catch a few rays, you might think a
the cause of death would be deterficials
reported.
.
little about those rays.
·
mined by an autopsy.
The sun's rays range from short to)ong, with most of the short rays absorbed by the ozone layer.
.. Kang Kang and his mate Lan
In January,. the Chinese gave
Rays burning 290-320 nanameters are what can effect your skin, according to Susan.Hill, C., R.N.,
· Lan, who died last September, Japan another giant female panda, .
· Family Nurse Practiti~ner at the Health Center. lf you don't lay out too long and have a dark
' were gif~ from the late Chinese seven-year-old Huan Huan, to
r complexion to begin with, you'll get a tan. This is because your body sends a message to your
Premier Chou En-lai to mark nor- replace Lan Lan;
·
pigmentation to rise to the surface. Pigmentation is what colors the skin. But not everybody is
••I!"" . . .
that way. There are those ~ho bum who hope it will fade into a tan. ltdoes a lot more than that.
Sunburn is a heat burn caused by ultraviolet rays. The skin turns pink because blood vessels ~·;:-~~=---- ------~------------ :d~~~
t · become dilated. That's only the beginning.
·
Hill explained that tl~ere's also cellular damage. "The burn affects your RNA and DNA, the processes of cell growth. 'fhe burn inhibits any cell activity for at least 24 hours. If severely damag- •
ed;the cell could die." After that dormant period, the cell tries to make up for lost time and heal
~ itself with overgrowth for 7 to IO days. But that doesn't mean your burn is healed. "It takes 30 to
60 days for a burn to heal after ONE exposure," explained Hill. "It looks b~tter in days, but takes
months to heal."
She also cautions anyone using tetra~ycline. It sensitizes the skin to more of the sun's rays so
1
the chance of getting a burn increases.
·
_ Getting a tan should be done s_lowly . . First exposure should last only 10to15 minutes once a day,
adding five minutes ~ day after that. If you don't want a tan or burn, you don't have to hide from
the sun. Look instead for sunscreen prod.a cts that contain 5-percent para-aminobenzoic acid or
' 2.5-percent ester of para-aminobenzoic acid. The first is most effective but will stain clothing. The
last one won't. Be sureto put it ~n 45 minutes before you go out in the sun because your skin needs
time to absorb it. Swimming and perspiration wipe-s it off, so it needs to be reapplied after that.
Now, how important is that tan?
'

'
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The Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce lists the following conferences scheduled for this summer and their expected attendance.
JULY
Cheerlea4ers-CWU-Courson Hall (450)
13-17 Girls Drill Team-CWU-Courson Hall (60)
13-19 Business Week-CWU-Courson Hall (350-400)
14-18 Cheerleaders-CWU-Courson Hall (450)
Christian Women-Holiday Inn (75)
15
, 19 ~A State Society of Med!cal Technicans-Holiday Inn
·(90)
19-20 WA Fed. of State Employees-CWU-Courson Hall
7-11

(S5)

WA Fed. of State Employees-Holiday Inn (50)
20
20-26 Business Week-CWU-Courson Hall (350-400)
21-24 Post. Grad. Inst. on Psychology·CWU-Courson Hall
(80)
21-25 Cheerleaders-CWU-Courson Hall (450). ""
24
Central WA Health System Agency-Holiday Inn (50)
25-27 Marriage Encounter-CWU-Courson Hall (54)
27-9/1 Business Leadership-CWU·Courson Hall,(100)
27-9/1 ECE Alumni Reu11ion-CWU-Courson Hall (50-60)
27-9/2 ausiness Week-CWU-Courson Hall -(350-400)
28-9/1 Cheerleaders-CWU-Coutson Hall (450)
28-9/1 Post Grad. Inst. on Psychology-CWU-Courson Hall
(80)
AUGUST
3-9
Business Week-CWU-Courson Hall (350-400)
6
Farm & Land Institute-Holiday Inn (100)
19
Christian Women-Holiday Inn (75)
25
WA State ,Dept. of Game-Holiday Inn (150)

..

..
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Rock

'Top .40

Swing

Disco

·Jazz

•

Piano

I

Clydie King
.Pianist
:Vocalist
.Percussionist
Choreographer

.

·Appearing now through July 13, 1980
At
WEBSTER'S
·N. Pearl St.

Ellensburg
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·YR'S Fu. ture· Candid·ates ?-

obtaining speakers and providing Claude Oliver (both running for the II trol ,of at least one house this year, ·· ·
· D.uring .~ election time the battle · isn't new to Central but the club
volunteers
to ·party campaigns.
He
said
they
4th district congressional seat) and ;because with the census the state
had
fizzled
in
the
past.
between the Republican and
When speakers are going to ap- Curt Smith and Sid Flannigan .will be redistricted within the next
Democratic parties is evident. But · restarted the· club in December
pear the YR's contact the people (running for representative of the ~ few years.
one group on campus you don't because "We're striving to build
on
their information list making 13th legislative district).
Commenting on the Republican
strength
(the
Republican
Party)
hear about are the Young
them aware of the speakers·
on this side of the mountains.''
When providing volunteers to party's chances of doing that
Republicans (YR's).
campaigns the YR's do much of Camarata .said "We feel we have a
pressence.
The YR's are an affiliate of the
The YR's are an offspring of the
According
to
Camarata
there
the
busy work involved such as 1strong chance of defeating both
·state
federation
of
Young
Republican Party, ages ranging
from 16-41 who want to engage in Republicans with a group in are two reasons for this, to provide doorbelling, stuffing envelopes and Mike McCormick and Senator
Warren Magnuson. We have good
Yakima and plans to start a club in an audience for the speaker and to answering phones.
the world of politics.
get
the
students
involved.
When·
asked
if
the
YR's
will
parcandidates
and we feel both opWenatchee.
Nick Camarata, co-chairman of
Camarata said a booth is set up
Camarata says "In general, ticipate in the presidential cam- ponents are particularly
the YR's, says membership isn't
restricted to the university. at registration to encourage new students are neither Democrats or paign Camarata said "I don't see vulnerable this year."
"Anyone from the county is eligi- members and anyone interested is Republicans but apathetic. So it's any point in it uhless the senior Camarata concluded saying
ble to join but we draw most put on a calling list. "We have 15 the goal of our club to get students party asks us to." Continuing "We'd like to see some Young
members listed with the federation interested in politics and the Camarata pointed out "I prefer to Democrats so we could have frank
members from the campus_."
work for local and state candidates discussions on our opposing view:Camarata said the group isn't in- and approximately 70 on the infor- · Republican Party.''
In May the YR's were responsi- because we can meet and talk with points.''
tended for high school students but mation list, but campus organizait does let them get involved with tions tend to build around election ble for bringing Slade· Gordon on them." Camarata said it's impor-.
campus and sponsored a banquet tant to gain Republican support ·
years."
·
politics..
Major activities of the YR's.are that had present, Sid Morrison and because "We would like to win conAccording to Camarata YR's
Green's statement announced:
''The Energy Security Act, the ma-.
jor energy legislation of Congress
in 1980, was substantially shaped
If you plan on voting in the !Main Street. Go to the Auditor's ofby House Banking Committee
November elections, you will have fice in room lOS~The who!~ promembers last year including
to be a registered voter. In cedure takes about eight minutes
WASHINGTON (AP) When a authorship by Congressman Bill
·Ellensburg, the .place to register is and you can be on your way. You'll
major bill passes Congress, there's Green of provisions introducing
A new merit scholarship pro.the Kittitas County Courthouse on receive a registration card ill the
often a stampede of members to the role of conservation ... "
gram with annual awards of $1500
· mail.
take credit for it. The size of the
Others have been known to has been announced by the
role they play seems to matter lit- change the emphasis - or even the Washington Council for Postsecon"junior" status. The freshman Washington.
tle, especially in election years.
name of a bill to suit their needs. dary Education. Scholarships will
are renewable for
scholarships
House Agricultral Committee be granted to 14 Washington
Sometimes 100 or more
The awards will be based on
four years, the junior awards for a·c ademic achievements and
members will C(O-sponcer a par- Chairman Thomas · S. Foley, residents who demon~trate
two.
ticularly poi> _ piece of legistra- D-Wash., whose link with the same outstanding academfo achievedemonstrated leadership. FinanApplications may be obtained at cial need is not considered in makenergy
bill
was
a
section
on
fuel
tion - and many will then seize the
ment and leadership.
Washington high schools, college ing selections.
opportunity to crank out press from agricultural products, put out A bequest from the late
and university financial aid and
a press release that began:
. releases claiming authorship.
Winners will be announced by
Elizabeth Fowler of Portland,
admissions offices ·or by writing Sept. 1, 1980. For further informa·"The Biomas and Alcohol Fuels Oregon, in the name of her husWhen a $20 billion bill to spur
the Council for Postsecondary tion contact the Paul L. Fowler
development of synthetic fuels Act, is a major step... "Foley then band, Paul L. Fowler, will provide
Education. Completed applica- Scholarship Committee, Council
passed Congress a few days ago, a went on to describe what the bill the funds for the scholarships.
tions must be sent to the Council for Postsecondary Education, 908
press release from Rep. S. William meant for farmers.
Seven scholarships will be
postmarked no later than July 25, East Fifth, Olympia, WA 98504,
Green, R-N.Y., was on reporters'
Then there are those who don't :iwarded to entering freshmen and
1980. Selection is limited to (206) 753-3571.
desks soon ·after the final vote was list any qualifications when it 1p to seven additfonal scholarships
residents of the state of
tallied.
comes to taking credit.
.vill be awarded to students with

Monies
·Available

Dibs

Dubbs

. Register Your Vote

ELLENSBURG .

RODEO

~

· 'SATURDAY, SUNDAY & LABOR DAY

TELEPHONE 925-5381

NEW July

T~cket

Office Hours

Monday through Friday
9 a.m. _
t o 2 p.m.

~

(111111

~
~

~

=
~
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While you are in Ellensb·u rg for the summer, take advantage of the
·opportunity to pick up your Ellensburg ~odeo tickets at .the Sixth
Ave.n ue Ticket Office located at the Fairgrounds entrance

~uly
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What
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·Classified Ads
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
1972 Fiat 124 Special. 4-speed
sedan, radio, CB, gas economy.
Owner leaving for abrupt trip .
$1295.00
Call 962-2404 (K,eep on trying)

Spare thne seems to be a rare
from interested persons in the
Ellensburg business community
commodity for most college
, students, and for others it's com- and the Univesity community.
. pletely non-existent. For Donna
Although the CIF scholarship
brought her to Ellensburg her first
. Cormier, daughter of Jim and
Marie Cormier of Shelton, it's the
year, Cormier now intends to complete her degree at Central, having
latter.
.
found it to her liking. She is major, Completmg h~r fres~n ye~r
ing in education, with special em: at CWU, Donna IS a participant m
phasis in math and English.
' the Douglas Honors College, a
Cormier has an interest irl school
: CWU curriculum tailored for expolitics. She · participated in stu: ceptional students.
dent government while at Shelton
· In this rigorous program,
High School, and at Central she is a
stude.nts read and discuss the
classics, from Ancient Greeks to member of the student Arbitration
Council, established to settle
contemp?rary writers. They. also
disputes between residents in camare reqwred to complete more difpus dormitories and apartments.
fic~t coursework in the arts and
Cormier is planning a summer
sciences t~an the "breadth"
classes reqwred of other Central study trip to France. One of 20 U.S.
students chosen for the program,
student~.
.
Cormier decided to attend Cen- she wi~l travel throughout the
tral because she received a Central country, studying the French
language, history and lifestyles.
!~vestment F.und scholarship, prov1ded by momes gathered annually Io O RUR stu 0-lJ>U.OJULR.l.QU
summer weather may cause new
S
.· ash and dust problems.

u Should Know .

by Wally Cordova

•

The Office of Veteran's Affairs instructor's signature which inhas moved to Mitchell Hall and is dicates the date the incomplete
now under the direction of Gloria will be made up, then notify the ofSpatafore. Office hours are 8 am.-5 fice again when you have com• pm. Monday thru Friday unless pleted it.
otherwise posted.
.
If these conditions are met we
If you have registered for sum- ,will withhold the paperwork and no
• mer and your enrollment is con- interruption in payment will occur.
curre!lt, please make you $50 This policy also applies to spring
prepayment for fall quarter before quarter students who have already
Aug. 1 in order to avoid any inter- taken incompletes.
:_,:. ruptions with your ,G.I. Bill. When If you do have problems in a
making this pr~payment stop by class, remember the V.A. will pay
the Veterans office in order to help up to $69 per month for a max• us update your file and recertify imum of 12 months for tutorial
you for the academic year 1980-81. assistance. The tutor must be apVeterans not enrolled for sum- proved by your department and
mer term and want to continue in charge no more than $S an hour.
• the fall should stop by the office Finally, the Veterans office is
before Aug. 1 to sign up for ad- here to serve you and acts as a
vance pay. This advance will be liaison between you and the Seattle
sent to the school and will be regional office. Any changes such
• rcleas.ed as . soon as your enroll- as class, dependants, or any others
Brooks re-elected
men~ is confirmed. .
which may affect your status
This advance covers the period . should be reported as soon as
SPOKANE (AP) The federal ·chairman of board
• from the first day of class ir possible to the Office of Veteran's Emergency
Management
- September through the entirE Affairs, Mitchell Hall, 963-3418.
Agency's disaster assistance
Jim Brooks, geography and land
month of October. You will not
center in Spokane reopened Mon- , studies, has been re-elected Chairreceiveanothercheckuntiltheend Book judged best
day for three days. Next week,
man of the Board of Trustees,
•· of November.
• •
,
centers
in
Yakima
and
Moses
Lake
Yakima .Valley Community ColFor any summer· students who
non-f1ction
will also reopen temporarily.
lege,
'and President of the Foundamay be having probl~ms or feel
, Mount St. Helens erupted on May tion for Private Enterprise Educa• you may have to .take an inThe book The Plains Across: The 18, sepding tons of volcanic ash tion, Olympia. His tenn on the
?o~plete, a new policy has been· Overland Emigrants and the over much of eastern Washington,
Yakima board ends Sept. 3Q, 1980.
Implemented. Incompletes do not Trans-Mississippi West 1840-1860 · northern Idaho and western Mon- The Olympia-based foundation
hav.e to be ~ep?rted to the. Seattle by John Unruh,histocy; published tana.
plans and funds a number of
• r~~1onal office if ~e followmg c~n- by the University of Illi.µois Press, _ FEMA officials said the centers business-related programs indibons are met. Repo~ the .m- was recently judged best non- were ·oeing reopened to help those cluding Business Week and
complete ~o the un~ver~ity fiction book of the year dealing unable to get to the offices the first Business Leadership Week, both
• Veterans office, then brm? m a with the American West. ·
time around and because hot, dry held at Central.
copy of your agreement with the
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Y.ear after year. semester
after semester, the
Colle~cMaster' from
Fidclitl Union Life has
been the most accepted,
:
most popular plan on
campuses all m·er ~merica.
Find out wh_)·.
Call the Fidelity Union
College Master·
Field Associate
in )'Our area:
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Mt. St. Helen'·s
VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP) : possibly .becoming quiet.
"We want to emphasize the 1
Mount Saint Helens is either
building pressure for another erup- 'mays' and 'mights' in talking
·on or entering a quiet period, a .. about the possibility of another
geologist said this week,and scien- eruption,''he said.
Conversley ,"we've got to ·
ists hope new measuring devices
ill help them decide what the remember that a period of quiet
olcano is doing.
does not mean the mountain is
\
Sophisticated laser equipmen.t stable."
. I
was being installed around the
During a news briefing monday
ountain monday, said Tim Hait ·morning Hait said there was "no
of the U.S. Geological Survey.
·significance'' to a 75-foot-long
The eight laser devices will crack in the dome of crlisted lava
bounce high-intensity light beams in the crater. It is the nature of
ff targets on the sides of the lava domes to crack as they grow,
olcano, he said. Those he said~
Larry Rude, Ellensburg, talks with a reporter about .Mt . .st· measurements may indicate
He also said there was no sig11ifiwhether the 'mountain might be in- cant correlation between an earth- Helen's and says "It shows how irrational we can be, like the
flati,ng and building ·pressure for quake Sunday hight and a spouting.
another eru tion or deflatin and
ime. · people Ot the foot of the mountain, despite what th.ey knew!

Bird doubles as jogging

Networks parlay for star

"He's king of the roost," Mrs.
Smith says. "Guiness will peck at
the dog .and cats. But they all live
in harmony . They're used to other
LOS ANGELES (AP) One judges' scoring, but she wasn't existing arrangement _made at a.
animals." .
.
Mrs. Smith is a teacher. at needn't be especially perceptive to given a chance for a prime time time when she wasn't nationally
known .. When she came to CBS
· Natu~e's Classroom, ~ outdoor sunnise that · when CBS-TV put series on CBS.
Enter NBC, and Miss Kennedy's ' three years ago, nobody had ever
learning center of the Hillsbor~ugh Jayne Kennedy on its "NFL Toheard of her." ·
County ~~hool system. G~ess day" show a couple of years ago, it old admirer, George Schlatter,
wasn't
because
of
her
illuminating
father
of
''Real
People.''
Schlatter
Miss Kennedy has already taped
spends his day~ penned J;here m a
football banter.
is trying a new populist entertain:- some segments for "Speak Up
tree-shaded anunal compound.
No, Miss Kennedy is easy on the ment on NBC, "Speak Up America," but there is talk at CBS
H~ spends ~s evenings in the
eyes.
Like Phyllis George before • America," and asked Miss Ken- of seeking an injunction to stop
family .room with_the rest of the
her. CBS tells her she couldn't
family, and sleeps on a screened her, she is offered as a side dish, a nedy if she'd like to be a regulaP.
porch at night. Weekends, he lazes nice little freehee CBS throws in to · "I told them (CBS) I'd been ap- possible do "Speak Up America"
in a 14-f~t pen the Smiths built in get the boys to feast at the CBS · proached by 'Charlie's Angels' and here live on Friday nights, then •
football·table.
by George," she says. "They said I prepare herself for "NFL Today"
the yard.
Her comically inept football should feel frel' to do other things." live from New York on Sunday
Mrs. Smith feeds him until I'm
reports she once read the scores they quickly changed tbeir mind.
morning.
sure he can fly well," she said,- pro. backward her little-girl-lost
"We have an exclusive contract
·An interesting argument, Schlatbably in the fall. .
·
bewilderm;nt, amused some, ir- with Jayne," said'_ a CBS .lawyer. ter points out, in light of the fact
"Ou~ permission is ~eq.u!red ~or that "NFL Today" hast Brent
ritated oth~rs.
But nobody, nobody mistook her her to work on a contmumg series Mus berger commutes ·every week ,
purpose. As a result, it's a little on another network." · ·d that Miss . between New York and Los
diddicult to tkae her seriously.
It's all well and goo
·
h
Angeles, where he anchors the
Which brings us to the matter at Ke.nnedy ~as ~n opportumty' e local news five nights a week.
1 ~b~~~s~h~e~1~s~o~hl~~~e~d~t~o~a~p~r~&~~~~~~~~~~~~• •
hd
an , an amusmg
1 e ro
. ,l'ttlbuhaha~s~a~~~
11
between NBC-TV and CBS that's
·
Medicaid abortions to fewer than almost as rich in comic value as
one
of
Miss
'Kennedy's
"NFL
To.
·
2,000.
..
'
.
s
egments.
The
two
networks
day"
Attached to the budget for what
.
used to be called the Department are figpting over the lovely Miss
1
"'
·
of Health, Education and Welfare, Kennedy's services.
It seems Miss Kennedy's true
the amendment was first passed
ambition
is to be an actress, not a
$500 reward for information
by congress in 1976.. Various versions of it have been enacted for sportscaster, but CBS has not been
forthcoming in the way of opporand resulting in the
, each fiscal year since then.
The spending restriction for tunity. The network gave her a few
fiscal year 1978, upheld by the . beauty contest gigs, in which she'd
arrest and conviction·\ _o f the person
court today, barred Medicaid spen- _ stand by a computer and read the
·······················~········ding
abortions unless a
responsible for the theft of and
woman's life would be endangered
by childbirth, in cases of promptly
damage
a silver with black top
reported rape or incest, or when
two doctors said childbirth would
1980 VW Beattle, Washington
cau8e "severe and long-lasting
physical health damages to the
licence No. SLX 821. Vehicle was
mother."
If>
Congress last year agreed on an
remove~ from .parking lot G-2 of the
even more ~estrictive spending ·
ban eliminating the " severe and - •
CWU campu.s after 4 p.m., . Thursday, ~ ·
long-lasting physical health ' : ·
Don Cleman
damagesn wordin~.

Gov't no. longer paying
for abortions ·
WASHINGTON (AP) The
federal government does not have
to pay for most abortions wanted
by women on welfare, the Supreme
Court ruled today by a 5-4 vote, the
justices upheld as constitutional
the so-called Hyde amendement, a
congressional restriction on
Medicaid spending for abortions.
The government has been forced
to pay for most Medicaid abortions
since last Febuary when the
Supreme Court refused to postpone
the effect of a federal trial judge's
striking down the Hyde amendment, named for its original sponsor, Rep. Henery Hyde, R-Ill. ·
No About one-third of the more
than 1 million legal abortions performed · in the United States each
yekr ·since 1973 have been for
women on welfare. For the 31 months it was in effect, the Hy_de
amendment reduced the number of
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FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603, North Main

,

Jayne Kennedy in demand

·· partn~r
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) Francia
Smith, a teacher and mother of
three, has a lizard-eating orphan
for company when she goes jogging,Guiness, a six-week-old sandhiII crane.
·
The leggy,beige-feathered bird
was abandoned in nearby Lutz
when its mother took off with a
flock flying overhead. A neighboor
called Mrs. Smith who is licensed
by the Florida Fish and Game
Commission to care for injured
and abandoned wildlife.
·
Mrs. Smith took the week-old
chick home to her husban, three
sons dog and two cats. He was only 10 inches tall then. Now h~
stands 33 inches high - 13 of them
legs.

·

\ 925-5539 '

· • 'Tear after~ car. -.;cmcstcr
I after Sl'llll'ster. thl'
. Colll'gl' \I al.itcr' from
Fiddit\ l 'nion I ,if~ has
tx-cn ttie most ~rep ed.
most p(ipular plan on
camp~1ses all mer America.
Find out wh~· .
Call the Fidelity L nion
College \faster
Field Associate
in your area:

June 12, 1980, and found in lot D on

campus at 6 p.m. on Friday, June 13,
1980.

Anyone having ·information·

•

concerning the thef~ and damage to
this vehicle plea·s e coniact

,

~·

M.GailRyder atto.rney, at 206-455-1234~
.
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(will accept a collect call); The offeror

be

shall
soul and. final judge ~f any
. . .d.i spute arising out of this: offer.
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